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1: Real Spanish omelette recipe | BBC Good Food
Frittatas. Frittata, which translates to "fried" in Italian, is an egg-based classic brunch dish. While it's similar to an omelet,
crustless quiche, and Spanish tortilla, the way a frittata is cooked is what sets it apart.

Share via Email Spanish omelette. The Spanish omelette is a perfect example; comfort food par excellence,
which transforms a couple of humble ingredients into a dish fit for el reino himself. On the face of it, this
simple frittata-style recipe should present fewer issues than the classic French version: The onion Slicing
onions. Felicity Cloake Serious controversy even surrounds the inclusion of that most Spanish of ingredients,
the onion. Although the liberal use of oil the vegetables are cooked in ml until tender, but not browned, and
the omelette itself has a couple of tablespoons of extra virgin olive oil in it saves the plain potato version from
blandness, the onion, sweated down to melting softness beforehand, adds a sweetness which makes the other
even better. The floury potatoes, however, are less to my taste â€” I like the solidity of the waxy varieties. This
makes more sense from a textural point of view, as it helps to stop all the potato sinking to the bottom, but real
onion devotees advocate letting them sit for hours first, to allow the flavours to mingle. I try this, but find that
the onion becomes overpowering after about 20 minutes â€” 10, while the omelette pan is heating, gives a
more subtle result. Felicity Cloake A couple of years ago, a friend returned from a trip to Barcelona claiming
that, in their homeland, most Spanish omelettes were now made with crisps rather than freshly cooked potato.
A native, she said, had informed her of the fact. Pour in another couple of beaten eggs, season, and cook as
normal. The cooked omelette certainly towers, but I find it too light â€” it lacks the richness which marries so
well with the earthy flavours of potato and onion. Felicity Cloake Serves 4 as a meal, 8 as tapas. Heat the olive
oil in a large frying pan over a medium flame, add the onion and cook gently for 20 minutes until soft and
brown. Rinse the potato slices under cold water and pat dry. Add the potato to the pan â€” if it seems
overcrowded, you can cook them in a couple of batches. Cook until the vegetables are tender and on the point
of falling apart, then drain well, keeping the oil for your next omelette. Add the potato and onion to the beaten
eggs, season well, and leave to stand for 10 minutes, or longer if you prefer a stronger onion flavour. Put a
smaller pan about 22cm over a medium heat and add the extra virgin olive oil. Turn to coat, and then, when
hot, add the mixture â€” it should almost fill the pan. Cook until it comes away from the edge of the pan, and
looks about two thirds set. Place a plate, or a saucepan lid, over the pan, and invert it so the tortilla flips on to
the plate. Slide it back in, tipping any liquid egg in with it. Cook until it is springy to the touch: Are you an
onion denier or an allium aficionado when it comes to your Spanish omelettes? Do you serve them warm or
cold and what are your favourite extra ingredients - can chorizo be beaten?
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2: Frittata Recipes - www.enganchecubano.com
The frittata is what some people call an "Italian omelet," although the word frittata comes from the word "friggere" and
roughly means fried. This egg dish's origin is a bit unclear and may have been influenced by the Spanish tortilla (layered
potatoes with an egg base).

These dishes are unrelated to the maize or wheat tortilla of Mexico and neighbouring countries, which is a thin
flatbread. A portion of Spanish tortilla. Thickness and texture varies according to region or taste. Tortilla with
other ingredients The Spanish tortilla tortilla de patatas in Spain is widely eaten in Spain and some
Spanish-speaking countries. While there are numerous regional variations, the basic version is made only with
eggs and potatoes, and possibly onion. The addition of the onion is often controversial and usually related to
the tenderness of the local varieties of potatoes. To avoid confusions some restaurants distinguish between the
plain tortilla de patatas and the tortilla de patatas con cebolla with onion. The potatoes, ideally a starchy
variety, are cut into thin slices or small dice. These ingredients are stirred at a moderate temperature until they
are soft but not brown. The potatoes and onions, if included are then removed, drained, and mixed with beaten
eggs. This mixture is then returned to the pan and slowly fried, turning to fry both sides. The mixture is then
slipped back into the pan to cook the other side. The Spanish government nutrition web site specifies extra
virgin olive oil and includes onion, [5] but some recipes simply state vegetable oil. The tortilla may be eaten
hot or cold; it is commonly served as a tapa or picnic dish throughout Spain. As a tapa, it may be cut into
bite-size pieces and served on cocktail sticks; a large tortilla can be cut into triangular portions pincho de
tortilla to be eaten as a finger food. After listing the sparse food eaten by highlanders, the next quote follows:
Although it remains unknown whether this is true, it appears the tortilla started to spread during the early
Carlist wars. All she had were a few eggs, a potato and an onion, so she combined all three, making an
omelette. Variations[ edit ] Spanish omelettes can range from authentic and carefully made seasoned
preparations of raw potatoes of a variety carefully selected for best results, eggs, optional onions and good
olive oil and nothing else, to nontraditional preparations with many additional ingredients. Some of the many
additions to the base ingredients include green peppers , chorizo , courgette, aubergine, mushrooms , and diced
ham. The tortilla paisana includes red pepper and peas. In Spain a tortilla is almost always accompanied by
bread and sometimes with fried pimientos de padron. In most bars and canteens, it is served in a sandwich
bocadillo. A tortilla will remain juicy for around 24 hours, after this it will solidify see picture to the right. A
very large tortilla was made by 12 chefs in Vitoria , Spain in , claiming to be a record. Asturian tortiella de
pataques, characterised by its thickness[ citation needed ] Tortilla de patatas with a less-fried finish.
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3: Food Network UK | TV Channel | Easy Recipes, TV Shows and Videos | Food Network UK
Omelette, tortilla and frittata recipes Omelette, tortilla and frittata recipes Whether you're trying to use up a few leftover
ingredients in the fridge, or testing yourself in the kitchen with something fresh and exciting, omelettes, tortillas and
fritattas are an excellent go-to dish whatever the weather.

Transfer to a bowl and sprinkle on 2 tsp. When the oil is very hot a potato slice will sizzle vigorously around
the edges without browning , gently slip the potatoes into the oil with a skimmer or slotted spoon. Set a sieve
over a bowl or else line a plate with paper towels. When the potatoes are tender, after 10 to 12 minutes,
transfer them with the skimmer to the sieve or lined plate. Add the onions and garlic if using to the pan. Fry,
stirring occasionally, until the onions are very soft and translucent but not browned you might need to lower
the heat , 7 to 9 minutes. Remove the pan from the heat and, using the skimmer, transfer the onions and garlic
to the sieve or plate with the potatoes. Drain the oil from the skillet, reserving at least 1 Tbs. Scrape out any
stuck-on bits, if necessary. Add the drained potatoes, onions, and garlic and mix gently to combine with the
egg, trying not to break the potatoes some will anyway. Heat the skillet on medium high. Add the 1 Tbs. Cook
for 1 minute and then lower the heat to medium low, cooking until the eggs are completely set at the edges,
halfway set in the center, and the tortilla easily slips around in the pan when you give it a shake, 8 to 10
minutes. You may need to nudge the tortilla loose with a knife or spatula. Set the pan back on the heat and
slide the tortilla into it, using the skimmer to push any stray potatoes back in under the eggs as the tortilla
slides off the plate. Once the tortilla is back in the pan, tuck the edges in and under itself to neaten the sides.
Cook until a skewer inserted into the center comes out clean, hot, and with no uncooked egg on it, another 5 to
6 minutes. Transfer the tortilla to a serving platter and let cool at least 10 minutes. Serve warm, at room
temperature, or slightly cool. Cut into wedges or small squares, sticking a toothpick in each square if serving
as an appetizer.
4: Spanish omelette - Wikipedia
Find this Pin and more on Omelettes, frittatas & tortillas by Egg recipes. A quick and luxurious omelette from Gizzi
Erksine. Check out our fantastic range of omelettes and tortillas, including everything from pizza omelettes to a classic
recipe for the famous Spanish tortilla.

5: Spanish Potato Tortilla (Tortilla EspaÃ±ola) Recipe - Recipe - FineCooking
Omelettes tortillas and frittatas All hail the omelette! Whether you're trying to use up a few leftover ingredients in the
fridge or testing yourself in the kitchen with something new, fresh and exciting, omelettes, tortillas and frittatas are an
excellent go-to dish for breakfast, lunch or dinner.

6: Frittata | Recipes | Food Network UK
Frittata is an Italian-style omelette. This one, with its peppers, spring onions and new potatoes is a quick and easy meal
for two. All it needs is salad on the side.

7: How to Make an Omelette - www.enganchecubano.com
The Tortilla de Patatas (Spanish omelette) is a must-to-try traveling in Spain. This tasty appetizer is made with just four
ingredients, and easy to make. Besides the classic Tortilla, it is possible to prepare several delicious variations with
other vegetables, or meat, or cheese.

8: frittata vs. omelette | WordReference Forums
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A spanish tortilla is always based on eggs and potato whereas a frittata is merely based on eggs. The flip method can
be done with both, but these days Italian cooks will finish a frittata under a broiler or www.enganchecubano.com of my
chef friends came up with an ingenious version of the tortilla.

9: How to make a perfect Spanish omelette | Life and style | The Guardian
Many aficionados of Spanish tapas would say that tortilla espanola, the thick, well-browned omelet of eggs and potatoes
cooked with extra-virgin olive oil, is the most ubiquitous of all the small plates served in that country. Filling and lush, the
dish is also sturdy, transportable, and intended to.
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